The Top 5 Reports Finance
Wants from Marketing
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n many companies the only interactions between marketing and finance
occur either during the annual budget planning process or when marketing
needs approval to spend money on new programs or technologies not
budgeted. This causes marketing to be viewed as a cost center instead of the
revenue center it is. For marketing to take charge of this relationship, and
prove to the finance department that it does more than just ask for budget
and spend money, it needs to leverage data in Salesforce to set up these 5 key
reports to show finance exactly how marketing is a growth center and
provides value.
1. Campaign Cost vs. Budget

This visual summary
of actual cost vs
budget enables the
CFO to understand
the rate of spending
and continually
plan the company’s
cash usage.

To start simple, the finance department will first want to get a hold of the
marketing expenses, to ensure there’s enough money either for other
departments or for the rest of the year. By inputting actual cost for each
campaign in your CRM, as well as the budgeted cost from the original plan,
you provide the data to produce this comparison graph. This visual summary
of actual cost vs budget enables the CFO to understand the rate of spending
and continually plan the company’s cash usage.
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2. Campaign ROI (Return on Investment)

ROI (in dollars) by Campaign Types, using Full Circle Campaign Attribution metrics

Now that you have shown costs compared to budget, the finance department
wants to see the dollar costs of different campaign types against the revenue
generated by them. ROI as an ending number is usually shown as a multiple or
percentage of cost, but the above separates the revenue and the costs. This
helps finance accomplish two things: 1) comparing the dollar costs of campaign
types to each other (as well as to planned budget), and 2) seeing the magnitude
of revenue returns from each campaign type and how it impacts the total
revenue goal. Finance can then fill in the gaps with some quick mental math
(e.g., the total is about $1.5 million in revenue for the year, and advertisement
and banner ads had the highest ROI at about 11x and 5.5x of cost, respectively).
If finance wants to double-click into the campaigns or see a quick graph of ROI
on the y-axis, that can easily be done (with attribution technology inside
Salesforce). The following shows that combination of a detailed breakdown
with ROI percentages.
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While ROI may
not show the
complete picture of
how marketing
campaigns perform
it is a good metric to
show the CFO which
campaigns provide
the most “bang for
your buck”.
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Top Performing Campaigns by ROI

ROI percentages are a quick metric to show the CFO which campaigns provide
the most “bang for your buck”. While using dollars on the y-axis (as in the first
graph) shows magnitude of revenue brought in, displaying ROI percentage
shows which lower budget campaigns generate the highest proportional
return. So while lower budget campaigns may not net as much absolute
revenue as a conference, something like a banner ad could still generate a 5x
return, making it worthwhile to try and run multiple types of these campaigns
in different places since they’re so dollar-efficient.

3. Revenue Attribution by Campaign

Top Performing Campaigns by Revenue Attribution
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The next metric that your CFO will want to see is which campaigns play a role in
influencing revenue. Finance wants to know exactly what the money marketing
has spent has generated and campaign influence is the best metric to show this.
For example in the above chart you can see that the Huge Industry Conference 2
campaign influenced $7.85 million and Facebook Banner Ad - D influenced $3.57
million. What this means is that these two campaigns played a direct role in
closing $11.42 million of revenue for your company. This metric is tracked across
every single campaign touch in closed deals and gives both marketing and
finance a great picture of which campaigns have the highest impact on revenue
growth.

Finance wants to
evaluate the top
campaigns in
terms of revenue
generation, and
campaign
attribution is the
best metric to
show this.

4. Achieving Goals, Year-to-Date

MQLs Compared to Goal

In order to continue planning and steering the company’s cash and financials,
the CFO needs to know how marketing is doing (and of course, how the other
departments are doing). “How marketing is doing” is defined by progress
based on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which is another term for metrics
that provide glimpses into whether or not you're on track to hitting your goals.
The above is one example that breaks down the year by quarters and
specifically looks at Q1 2017’s Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs), a common
KPI that focuses on leads that marketing passes on to sales. Other KPIs include
conversion rates and velocity, which help finance estimate the proportion of
marketing leads that translate into revenue and the speed at which they do so.
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Conversion Rates by Funnel Stage, in percent

With periodic
funnel metrics
reports, marketing
can help the CFO
plan and make
adjustments to
support revenue
generation
activities.

Velocity by Funnel Stage, in days

With MQLs, conversion rates, and velocity reports (a.k.a., funnel metrics)
provided to finance throughout the year, marketing can help the CFO plan and
make adjustments to ensure the company is supporting the activities it needs
to for revenue generation.
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5. Year-End Comparisons

Conversion Rates (Qualified-Lead to Won)
Year-Over-Year

Velocity (Qualified-Lead to Won)
Year-over-Year

Finally, at year-end, the CFO will want to see if and how marketing hit its goals, as
well as compare its KPIs against previous years. After all, the CFO (and every
department) will be planning for the next year, so these year-end reports will
enable everyone to collaborate on steering the company from a financial
planning perspective. And each of these metrics can be pretty insightful from a
strategy and tactics perspective. For example, if conversion rates are down, that
revelation can lead to investigation into different campaigns or different
business processes that need to be improved. If velocity has slowed, emphasis
can be shifted to ensure leads are front-loaded to earlier parts of the year in order
to hit numbers by the next year-end. These courses of action all depend on an
accurate and comprehensive view of your marketing data inside your CRM and
campaign attribution that connects the dollars to the activities that drove them.
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Annual planning
requires an
accurate and
comprehensive
view of marketing
data inside your
CRM and
campaign
attribution to
connect dollars to
marketing.
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Aligning Finance and Marketing
Every company is different, and some of these reports might make more sense
than others for yours. In order for marketing and finance to maintain a good
relationship, finance needs to understand the value that marketing brings to
the table. This can only be accomplished by providing hard data inside the
company CRM system that shows exactly how much revenue marketing
influences, which programs provide the most value, and the total return that is
generated from the marketing budget.
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